Instructions:

HOW HUTSY GOT HIS HAT
Assemble your own mini book!
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greatest
adventurers of all time!

“They must be the

Where Hutsy felt at home was in reading

adventure stories.
This is

There was only one problem –

Hutsy.

Hutsy lives on

Hutsy was

not the bravest

monster on Planet Gutsy.

Planet Gutsy,

I wish I could meet them,”
Hutsy said to himself.

He spent most of his time in the library,
devouring tale after tale of

daring explorers

One afternoon, Hutsy chanced upon a new book.

The book contained a map of

Flipping through Adventurers Through the Ages, he

“The Wild West”.

where everyone loves all things

When confronted with something

performing heroic feats,

adventurous, exciting and exhilarating.

scary, his first instinct was to

imagining that he was

read about a group of

flee, using his trusty rope to swing

as brave as them.

who had discovered distant new lands and

Like everyone else, Hutsy dreams of
becoming a

himself to safety.

brave adventurer.
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“I've never travelled so far from home, but

if I never go, I'll never know.”

where they lived – a place called

fearless explorers

He felt a flutter of

9

landscape began to change.

Having read so many adventure stories, he felt like he had
been preparing for this expedition his whole life.

in a

Suddenly, a

blistering desert.

Ahhah  the signpost! Just as

cry for help split the air!

he readied his trusty rope, the monsters

A group of monsters raced towards him, an

hollered, “Please, help us!”

angry bull hot on their heels.

A sign at the town's entrance read

“THE WILD WEST”.

He packed his bags, his books, and his trusty
Hutsy had finally arrived!

rope, then headed west.
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Eventually, he arrived at a small town

Glue to the
back of
page 7!

nervous excitement.

uncovered hidden treasures.
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As Hutsy travelled, the

Scan here
for visual
instructions!

1. Pop the pages out along the perforated lines.
2. Join the pages together to form a long chain.
3. Join the back of A with the back of page 2.
4. Fold the pages along the coloured lines: make a valley fold for the
blue lines and a mountain fold for the red lines.
5. Join the back of page 19 and the back of B to complete your mini book.

Hutsy hesitated; all he had were his rope

Heart pounding, Hutsy searched

and lasso skills.

desperately for a way to escape.

“Wait... Maybe this is just
what I need!”

He longed for a rest.

Glue to the
back of
page 12!
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Hutsy took a

13

deep breath.

14

wriggling
thrashing about.

Seeing their chance, the townsfolk

and

Some monsters darted forward and grabbed the rope.

Hutsy hung on grimly. Things were not

bull, he threw his lasso and

looking good.

managed to

loop the rope

leapt into action!

The bull struggled angrily,

Aiming carefully at the charging

around the bull!

Working together, Hutsy and the townsfolk

Cheers erupted.

“We did it!”

“Thank you for making the

managed to secure the bull to the signpost. The bull

move! Sometimes,

about.

eventually tired itself out. It stopped struggling

that’s all an adventurer

and laid down, panting and exhausted.

needs to do.”

grimly

. Things
Hutsy hung on
were not looking good.

Hutsy was stunned. “An adventurer... Me?”
The monsters chuckled. “You showed great courage.

The delighted townsfolk turned to Hutsy.

The bull struggled angrily,

wriggling and thrashing
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You’re a true adventurer, just
like us!”

brave first

Looking around at them all, Hutsy realised that the
townsfolk were the adventurers from his book!
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Hutsy’s bags were packed once more. He was still

Later, they showed him the town’s

Hutsy also received a special

most prized object – a book

cowboy hat.

not the bravest monster around, but the call of
adventure beckoned.

containing stories about their most

exhilarating adventures.

“This hat will remind you of the bravery you
showed in the face of danger,” they said.

“If I never go, I'll never know,"

They flipped to a blank page.

It fitted him

he said firmly. Waving farewell to his new friends,

“This is

perfectly.

he set off, book in hand, trusty rope around his

your page, Hutsy.

waist, and his eyes set on his

We want you to add your
own wild escapades

next wild adventure.
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to this book!"

Scan to access the other
Monsters United stories!
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